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  Grade 7 Vocabulary 

Week 47: Worksheet 2 

Directions: Use your knowledge of the vocabulary words below to fill in the 

blanks. 

scurrying microorganisms vines logging shrubs 

tropical canopy timber musty sweltering 

scampering chant rustling glistening shrill 

 

1) The trees created a natural ________________ of branches woven 

together to create coverage and safety for the creatures in the forest. 

2) The heat and dampness combined in the attic to create a ______________ 

odor that seemed to permeate every item stored in the small space. 

3) The _________________ climate was wonderful most of the year, but some 

days were so ___________________ that it was impossible to be outside if 

you were not in the cool ocean water. 

4) We planted a long row of _________________ that served as a border 

between the houses and created a lovely place for birds to nest. 

5) Standing in the woods in the darkness and hearing a _________________ 

sound can be scary if you have no way to identify the source. 

6) The chipmunk grabbed some peanuts from the feeder and then quickly went 

_____________________ up the nearest tree to enjoy its feast. 

7) Her voice was so loud and __________________ it cut through all the 

other conversations and noise with ease, but no one was happy to hear it. 

8) The waterfall fell gracefully down the mountainside and as it crashed into 

the rocks at the bottom each was ___________________ in the sunlight. 

9) The acreage was planted with thousands of trees that had been left to grow 

for decades and would now be used for _______________ which made some 

very sad. 
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Answer Key 

Worksheet 2 

1) canopy 

2) musty 

3) tropical, sweltering 

4) shrubs 

5) rustling 

6) scurrying 

7) shrill 

8) glistening 

9) timber 

 

 

 


